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 LESSON XXI 

 

21.1 Introduction 

In this lesson we repeat the information from the preceding lessons.  As Greek often uses 

participles, it is of the utmost importance that you can spot them and translate them.  Take good 

notice of the case and tense they are written in.  Study the overview of the thematic aorist 

thoroughly.   

 

21.2 Repetition of lesson 15: the perfect tense  

The perfect tense is formed by putting a prefix in front of the root of the verb and behind the root 

the endings. 

a) the prefix  

The prefix consists of the consonant with which the verb begins and the letter  e.  

pisteuvw > pepivsteuka 

When the root of the verb begins with a vowel, this vowel is strengthened, i.e. is lengthened  (a 

and e become h, o becomes w). 

ajgoravzw > hjgovraka 

When the root of a verb begins with an aspired consonant, then the prefix begins with a non-aspired 

consonant  (q, f, c become t, p, k). 

qerapeuvw > teqeravpeuka 

b) the endings.  The endings of the perfect tense begin with a  k.  

When a verb has a root ending in a vowel, then that vowel is lengthened in front of the endings: a 

becomes h (a after e,i,r stays a), e becomes h, o becomes w 

ajgapavw > hjgavphka 

When a verb has a root ending in a dental  (d, t, z), then the dental is dropped in front of the 

endings. 

baptivzw > bebavptika 

When the root of a verb ends in  p or b, then the  k of the endings becomes a  f. 

blevpw > bevblefa 

When the root of a verb ends in   k or g, then the  k changes into a  c. 

a!gw > ĥca 

 

The endings of the perfect tense are: 
 

- ka 
- ka" 
- ken 
- kamen 
- kate 
- kasi(n) 

 

21.3 Repetition of lesson  15: how adjectives are used 

Adjectives are inflected.  
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The masculine adjective usually ends in  -o" and is inflected as a noun of the second declension, 

also ending in  -o" (lovgo").  

The feminine adjective ends in  -h or in -a (after e, i, r) and is inflected as a noun of the first 

declension ending in  -h (ajrchv) or -a (hJmevra). 

The neuter adjective ends in  -on and is inflected as a noun of the second declension ending in  

-on (e!rgon). 

Adjectives can be used in three ways: 

a) as an adjective.  The adjective agrees in gender, number and case with the word it belongs to. 

b) as a substantive. The adjective does not belong to another word and takes the definite article.  

In this way the adjective acts as a substantive.  Gender, number and case depend on the function 

of the word in the sentence.  

c) as a predicate.  The adjective qualifies the substantive usually in combination with a verb.  

Gender, number and case depend on the noun that the adjective qualifies.   

 

21.4 Repetition of lesson 15: the determinative pronoun aujtov" 

The determinative pronoun  aujtov" is inflected as follows: 

 

 m.     f.    neut. 

sg.1st  c.        aujtov"  aujthv   aujtov 
2nd  c.  aujtou'  aujth'"  aujtou' 
3rd  c.   aujtw/'   aujth'/   aujtw'/ 
4th  c.   aujtovn  aujthvn  aujtov 

 

pl. 1st  c.  aujtoiv  aujtaiv  aujtav 
2nd  c.   aujtw'n  aujtw'n  aujtw'n 

3rd  c.   aujtoi'"  aujtai'"  aujtoi'" 

4th  c.   aujtouv"  aujtav"  aujtav 
 

aujtov" is used in three ways: 

1) not immediately preceded by the definite article: 'self' 

2) immediately preceded by the definite article: 'the same' 

3) without the definite article: 'he, she, it' (personal pronoun of the third person) 

 

21.5 Repetition of lesson 16: the pluperfect of regular verbs 

The pluperfect of regular verbs is formed as follows:  

- in front of the root a prefix is formed through reduplication consisting of a consonant and a vowel 

- in front of this prefix also the augment is put (ej-) 
- behind the root the endings are attached  
 
    - kh   - kemen 
    - kh"   - kete  
    - kei(n)  - keisan 
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Verbs with a root ending in a vowel have that vowel lengthened. 
timavw > ejtetimhvkh 

When a verb root begins with a vowel, that vowel is lengthened and the endings follow the root.  

Therefore in this case, outside of the endings, there is no characteristic for the pluperfect. 

ajgapavw > root ajgapa- > hjgapa- > hjgaphvkh (perfect hjgavphka) 

 

When the root ends in a dental, the dental is dropped in front of the endings. 

baptivzw > root baptiz- > bebaptiz- > ejbebaptiz- > ejbebaptivkh 

 

When the root ends in a  p or  b, the endings take on the  f instead of the  k. 

blevpw > root  blep- > beblep- > ejbeblep- > ejbeblevfh 

 

When the root ends in a  k or g, the endings take on a  c instead of a  k. 

a!gw > root ajg- > hjg- > h!ch  

 

21.6 Repetition of lesson 16: overview of the past tense of  oi!da 

 
h!/dein 
h!/dei" 
h!/dei 
h!/deimen 
h!/deite 
h!/deisan 

 

21.7 Repetition of lesson 16: the particle  a!n 

ajn is a particle that gives a word or sentence extra meaning, depending on the combination of  a!n 

with a certain mood and tense. 

Rule: (subordinate clause) eij + simple past tense/ aorist, (main sentence) a!n + simple past tense/ 

aorist = irrealis 
 

21.8 Repetition of lesson  16: the relative pronoun 

 

     m.      f.     neut. 

sg.1st  c.     o@"  h@  o@ 
2nd  c.    ou%  h%"  ou% 
3rd  c.    w%/  h%/  w%/ 
4th  c.    o@n  h@n  o@ 

 
    m.      f.      neut. 

pl. 1st  c.    oi@  ai@  a@ 
2nd  c.    w%n  w%n  w%n 
3rd  c.         oi%"  ai%"  oi%" 
4th  c.    ou@"  a@"  a@ 
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The relative pronoun agrees in gender, number and case with the word it belongs to.  It takes its 

case in accordance with its function in the relative subordinate clause.   

In a few cases the relative pronoun takes the case of the word it belongs to, despite its function in 

the subordinate clause.  This phenomenon is called 'attractio relativi' or 'perseveration'. 
 

21.9 Repetition of lesson 17: the present tense participle of regular verbs 

 

      m.      f.    neut. 

sg.1st  c.   - wn    - ousa  - on 

2nd  c.  - onto"  - oush"  - onto" 

3rd  c.  - onti  - oush/  - onti 
4th  c.  - onta  - ousan  - on 

 

pl. 1st  c.  - onte"  - ousai  - onta 

2nd  c.  - ontwn  - ouswn  - ontwn 

3rd  c.  - ousin  - ousai"  - ousin 

4th  c.  - onta"  - ousa"  - onta    

 

These endings are attached to the root of the regular verb.  

At the same time these endings are also the forms of the present tense participle of  ei*miv. 
 

The participle is used in the following ways: 

a) as an attribute  

The participle is used as an adjective.  

Its position is then between the definite article and the substantive, or it follows the substantive 

with repetition of the article.   

Translation: as participle or as a relative subordinate clause 

 

b) as a substantive 

The participle functions as a substantive because of the definite article.  Often a participle is 

preferred over a substantive, because it can include a direct object.   

Translation: as a substantive or as a relative subordinate clause, preceded by >he/she, those (that)=  

 

c) as a predicate 

The participle describes events that take place besides the main event.  The tense of the participle 

denotes whether these side events happen before, during or after the main event.   

Translation: as an adverbial subordinate clause (mostly of time).  When the participle is of the 

present tense, the relative clause begins with >while, during.=  When the participle is in the aorist, 

the relative clause begins with >after.=  
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Sometimes the participle can also be translated as a main verb besides the real main verb.  In that 

case use the copulative >and.=   

Also the participle in combination with the main verb can convey a stronger meaning than the main 

verb by itself.  Often this is the case with a form of  eijmiv as the main verb.  The participle must 

then be translated as the main verb.    

 

21.10 Repetition of lesson  17: the present tense infinitive 

The present tense infinitive is formed by attaching the ending -ein behind the root.  

The infinitive must be translated with  '(in order) to ....'   

 

21.11 Repetition of lesson  18: the demonstrative pronoun ou%to" 
 

 m.      f.    neut. 

sg. 1st  c.   ou%to" au%th  tou'to   

2nd  c.   touvtou  tauvth" touvtou   

3rd  c.   touvtw/ tauvth/ touvtw/   

4th  c.   tou'ton tauvthn tou'to   

 

pl. 1st  c.   ou%toi au%tai tau'ta 

2nd  c.   touvtwn touvtwn touvtwn 

3rd  c.   touvtoi" tauvtai" touvtoi" 

4th  c.   touvtou" tauvta" tau'ta 

 

Usage: 

ou%to" can be used in two ways: 

- as an adjective.  The form of  ou%to" belongs to a certain word and must be translated with 

>this, that.=  

- as a substantive.  This usually is written in the neuter plural form.  The form of  ou%to" is 

used by itself and must be translated with >these things.=  

 

21.12 Repetition of lesson 18: simple present tense of verbs with roots ending in a vowel  

In the case of verbs with a root ending in a vowel, contraction takes place of the last vowel of the 

root and the first vowel of the ending.  This contraction takes place in all forms derived from the 

present tense, namely the simple present tense itself, the simple past tense, the participle and the 

present tense infinitive.  Contraction follows these rules:  

root ending in  a:  a + e- sound (e, ei, h, h/) > a 

a + o- sound (o, oi, ou, w) > w 

root ending in e: e + e > ei 
e + o > ou 

e + longs vowel or diphthong > e is dropped 

root ending in o:  o + e, o, ou > ou 

o + h, w > w 

o + ei, h/, oi > oi 
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21.13 Repetition of lesson 19: the sigmatic aorist 

In front of the root an augment is put.  Behind the root the following endings are attached.  

 
- sa 
- sa" 
- se(n) 
- samen 
- sate 
- san 

 

The participle of the sigmatic aorist is formed as follows: behind the root the endings of the present 

tense participle are put, with this difference that the vowel  o (masculine and neuter) and ou 

(feminine) are replaced by the characteristic of the aorist  -sa-.  

The only exception is the 1st c. sing. m. : present tense ending -wn, aorist ending -sa".  

A participle never takes the augment. 

 

   m.   f.       neut. 

sg. 1st  c.  - sa"   - sasa  - san 

2nd  c. - santo"  - sash"  - santo" 

3rd  c. - santi  - sash/  - santi 
4th  c. - santa  - sasan  - san 

 

pl. 1st  c. - sante"  - sasai  - santa 

2nd  c. - santwn  - saswn  - santwn 

3rd  c. - sasin  - sasai"  - sasin 

4th  c. - santa"  - sasa"  - santa 

 

 The infinitive of the sigmatic aorist is formed by attaching  -sai behind the root. 

 

When the root ends in a vowel, then this vowel is lengthened in front of the ending of the sigmatic 

aorist.   

a > h (behind e, i, r stays an  a!) 

e > h 

o > w 

 

 

When the root ends in a labial (p, b, f), then the labial contracts with the  s to form a y. 

blevpw: root  blep- > e!bleya 

When the root ends in a guttural  (k, g, c), then the guttural contracts with the  s to form a  x. 
ajnoivgw: root  ajnoig- > h!noixa 

When the root ends in a dental  (d, z, q), then the dental is dropped in front of the  s. 

baptivzw: root  baptiz- > ejbavptisa 
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Translation of aorist forms: 

The aorist describes a onetime act.  The aorist therefore can be translated as a perfect tense. 

Another possible translation is the so-called ingressivus.  The aorist in that case denotes that the 

act starts; e.g. >And Jesus broke out in tears (John 11. 35).= 

The participle of the aorist possesses the same usages as the present tense participle.  If the aorist 

participle is used as a predicate, use the copulative >after.=  The participle describes an act that has 

been completed before the main act.   

 

The aorist infinitive must be translated as the present tense participle.   

 

21.14 Repetition of lesson  19: ti", tiv", ti, tiv 
      

    m./f.  neut.        m./f.  neut. 

sg. 1st  c.  ti"  ti    tiv"  tiv 
2nd  c. tino" tino"   tivno" tivno" 

3rd  c. tini  tini    tivni  tivni 
4th  c. tina  ti    tivna  tiv 

 

     m./f.  neut.        m./f.    neut. 

pl. 1st  c. tine"  tina    tivne"  tivna  

2nd  c. tinwn tinwn   tivnwn tivnwn 

3rd  c. tisin  tisin    tivsin  tivsin 

4th  c. tina" tina    tivna" tivna 

 

Usages: 

a) ti", ti - indefinite pronoun 

- as an adjective. The indefinite pronoun belongs to a substantive and agrees in gender, number and 

case with this substantive.  Translation: 'one, a certain' 

- as a substantive. The indefinite pronoun stands by itself.  Translation: masculine/ feminine 

>somebody, a certain one,= (plural) >some;= neuter >something.= 

b) tiv", tiv- interrogative 

- as an adjective.  The interrogative belongs to a substantive and agrees with it in gender, number 

and case.  Translation: >what, which?=   

- as a substantive. The interrogative stands by itself.  Translation: masculine/ feminine >who?=, 

neuter >what?= 

 

21.15 Repetition of lesson 20: the  thematic aorist 

The thematic aorist has as basis a root that differs from its present tense root.  At first we give an 

overview of a number of verbs with the thematic aorist.   

N.B. Combinations (verb plus prefix) are omitted, unless already treated earlier.   
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verb    pr. tense root  aorist root 
aJmartavnw   aJmartan-   aJmart- 
ajnapivptw    ajnapipt-   ajnapes- 
bavllw    ball-    bal- 
e!rcomai    ejrc-    ejlq- 
ejsqivw    ejsqi-    fag- 
euJrivskw   euJrisk-   euJr- 
lambavnw   lamban-   lab- 
lanqavnw    lanqan-   laq-   
levgw    leg-    eijp- 
manqavnw   manqan-   maq- 
oJravw    oJra-    ijd- 
pivnw    pin-    pi- 
trevcw     trec-    dram- 
feuvgw    feug-    fug- 
 

The thematic aorist receives the endings of the simple past tense.  

Its participle takes the endings of the present tense participle.   

Its infinitive takes the ending of the present tense participle.   

 

 

21.16 Repetition of lesson  20: o@de- this (one here), ejkei'no"- that (one there) 

 

 m.    f.    neut. 

sg. 1st  c.  o@de   h@de   tovde 

2nd  c.  tou'de  th'sde  tou'de 

3rd  c.  tw/'de   th/'de   tw/'de 

4th  c.  tovnde  thvnde  tovde 
 

pl. 1st  c.  oi@de   ai@de   tavde 

2nd  c.  tw'nde  tw'nde  tw'nde 

3rd  c.  toi'sde  tai'sde  toi'sde 

4th  c.  touvsde  tavsde  tavde 

 

 

m.      f.     neut. 

sg.1st  c.   ejkei'no"  ejkeivnh  ejkei'no 

2nd  c.  ejkeivnou  ejkeivnh"  ejkeivnou 

3rd  c.  ejkeivnw'  ejkeivnh'  ejkeivnw/ 
4th  c.  ejkei'non  ejkeivnhn  ejkei'no 
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pl. 1st  c.  ejkei'noi  ejkei'nai  ejkei'na 

2nd  c.  ejkeivnwn  ejkeivnwn  ejkeivnwn 

3rd  c.  ejkeivnoi"  ejkeivnai"  ejkeivnoi" 

4th  c.  ejkeivnou"  ejkeivna"  ejkei'na 

    

Usages: 

 o@de is mostly used as a noun. 

Only once it is used as an adjective. 

 

ejkei'no" is mostly used as an adjective.  In that case it takes its gender, number and case of the 

word it belongs to. 

A few times  ejkei'no" is used as a noun. Translation: as a personal pronoun (masculine/ feminine, 

or as a demonstrative pronoun (neuter). 

 

Usages of the three demonstrative pronouns  o@de, ou%to" and ejkei'no"  

o@de denotes what is by the speaker: 'this (here with me)' 

      what follows immediately: 'this (next)' 

ou%to" denotes what is by the person spoken to: 'that (there with you)' 

      what precedes immediately: 'that (point just mentioned)' 

ejkei'no" denotes what is neither by the speaker, nor by the person spoken to:  'that (over there)' 

 

21.17 The background of the New Testament: General 

To study the New Testament it is important to know that the Greek of the New Testament is 

koinè-Greek, a common vehicle of expression in the areas around the Mediterranean after the 

victories of Alexander the Great.  Koinè consists mostly of Attic with some characteristics of the 

Ionic dialect.  As far as the individual bible books are concerned, some deviate more from Attic 

than others.    

 

The most salient characteristic of the New Testament is the foundation of a Christian vocabulary.  

Certain words receive specific christian meanings that last for centuries and up to today.  Another 

noteworthy aspect of the language is the great number of Semitic idioms; constructions derived 

from the Hebrew of the Old Testament.   

 

After the nascence of Christianity many church fathers wrote in Greek and Latin.  These 

languages declined, but from the fourteenth century and onward interest in classical studies revived.  

Literary works were translated and classical styles were imitated.  Also the New Testament was 

studied more.  Publications of the original text, translations and commentaries have since bettered 

the study of the New Testament.   

 

 

NOTES: 
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